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INTERVIEW WITH THE KELONG KING, WILSON RAJ PERUMAL
During our stay in Singapore we got in touch with a member of the match-fixing syndicate that
prefers to remain anonymous. He told us that Wilson Raj Perumal, currently detained in Hungary
after spending a year in Finnish prison, was interested in speaking to us. We gave the person our
address. From Hungarian prison, Wilson began a daily correspondence with us in which he stated
his reasons for speaking to the press and in which he explained the workings of the Singaporean
match-fixing syndicate of which he is a self-proclaimed shareholder.
"I am Wilson Raj Perumal", he wrote, "I am presently in custody in Hungary".
"I believe you are aware I am now at 'war' with Tan Seet Eng (the most wanted man in Italy) at the
moment".
Wilson stated that it was the boss of the match-fixing syndicate and his former superior, a
Singaporean called Tan Seet Eng (aka Dan Tan), that set him up to be arrested by Finnish police
while he was traveling to Helsinki on a false passport. Wilson added: "The Finnish police had
passed a passport copy of Joseph Xie Tan to Mr. Chis Eaton of FIFA. Mr. Eaton then did his
investigation and noted Xie Tan was present together with Anthony in Anatolia. Mr. Eaton then
relayed this information to Zaihan Yussof, a Singapore reporter. That was how the cat was out of
the bag".
Joseph Xie Tan and Anthony Santia Raj are two other former associates of Wilson and alleged
members of the match-fixing syndicate headed by Dan Tan. They were responsible for organizing
international friendly matches in Anatolia, Turkey, between Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia and Bolivia.
These friendly matches were the object of a probe into match-fixing by FIFA's investigator Chris
Eaton. Wilson claimed that Dan Tan, with the help of Joseph Tan and Santia Raj, fingered him to
the Finnish police.
"I am sure you are aware of the circumstances on which I was arrested in Finland", Wilson wrote,
"Dan Tan and Anthony Santia Raj had worked together to have me arrested in Finland. They had
engaged the services of Joseph Xie Tan to execute this plan".
He also added: "All I want to do is to get even with Dan Tan. My circumstances are such that the
only tool I can use to even the score with Dan Tan is to go to the media and expose his criminal
activity ... I can assure you that what I am about to tell you is all facts and none of these are made
up or exaggerated".
We asked Wilson to explain the structure of the match-fixing syndicate and to reveal the names of
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other individuals and companies involved in match-fixing. Although Wilson refused to identify the
financiers of the syndicate, he did agree to disclose information about his arch-rival Dan Tan:
TAN SEET ENG (AKA DAN TAN)
"I have known Tan by name since 1992", he wrote, "and I wish to shed light on Tan's history and
how he came about to work with Italian players".
"Tan started as an illegal horse racing and football bookie in the early 90's".
"Dan Tan was an ex convict in Singapore. In 1994 he fled from Singapore to save himself from
being killed because he was not able to pay up a 1.5 million bet placed during a world up match in
1994", Wilson wrote. Then he added: "He then agreed with the bookies to settle the outstanding by
installment and returned to Singapore".
Then Wilson explained that Dan Tan had taken over for the former head of the syndicate in 2008.
Wilson claimed that Dan Tan's mentor is an indian businessman from Singapore named
Eswaramoorthy Pillay, although he prefers to call him Mr. X.
"After the end of the Malaysia Cup in 1994 the syndicates began to venture into Europe", wrote
Wilson, "Dan Tan was a right hand man of the person you mentioned in your mail. I shall call him
Mr. X". Wilson then continued: "Mr. X incurred in huge debts from his European partners and left
Europe for good. This is when Dan Tan took over for Mr. X. He approached Mr. X's friends in
Europe and rekindled the business".
ESWARAMOORTHY PILLAY
We did our own investigations on Eswaramoorthy Pillay and found out some interesting facts.
Pillay is presently charged with accounting fraud in Malaysia through his company Linear. He is
also an executive of a group called Stanton Technologies, based in Penang, Malaysia. We were told
that he had been involved in financing the Swiss teams FC Sion and FC Chiasso, where other
members of the match-fixing syndicate (such as Almir Gegic) had played. To verify the allegation
we went to Chiasso FC's offices in Switzerland hoping to speak to someone from the club. There
was nobody around so we took a look inside the building. That's when we made an interesting
discovery. One of the sponsors for FC Chiasso in the season 2007/2008 (when Almir Gegic was
playing there) was Stanton, Pillay's Penang company, their logo appears on the official team picture.
We were not able to reach Eswaramoorthy Pillay to ask him about Wilson's allegations and about
the company Stanton.
Next we decided to call the then-president of FC Chiasso, Marco Grassi, to ask him whether he had
known Pillay. Grassi was evasive but he did admit that a man named Eswaramoorthy Pillay had
offered to finance the FC Chiasso club. According to Grassi, Pillay never actually put any money
in the club, yet the name of his Penang company appeared clearly on the official team photo...
We thus asked Wilson to tell us more about Mr. X, and he did:
"Tan was a right hand man of Mr. X who invested in the Swiss Club you mentioned (i.e. FC
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Chiasso). During this time Singaporeans were only keen on fixing Malaysia Cup matches. Match
fixing was already rife in South East Asia in the early 80's. Rajendran Kurusamy (another alleged
Singaporean match fixer) also known as Pal came into the picture and he was dictating the entire
Malaysian league till 1994 when Singapore decided to pull out from the competition".
Wilson continued: "This is when Mr. X decided to venture abroad. He started a bogus company
and built relationships with people in Europe who were related to soccer. During these trips Tan
acted as his book keeper. During one meeting in 1995 I suggested to Pal that we switch off the
floodlights in EPL (English Premier League) matches in order to win the bets we places (The Asian
betting allowed payments for matches that ended during the second half). No one took it seriously
at that time. In 1997 Mr. X sold this idea to a Malaysian syndicate and the plan was executed.
There were matches in the EPL namely West Ham V Crystal Palace and Wimbledon V Arsenal
where the floodlights were switched off to suit the result".
Since Wilson was speaking of the floodlight scam, we asked him to explain the procedure better: "I
am surprised you are not aware of the floodlight incidents", he said, "You will need the assistance of
the technician in the stadium plus some other techniques to ensure that the lights are not turned back
on. More like a power failure".
Wilson also mentions that Dan Tan was responsible for the floodlights being switched off during a
match between Fenerbache and Barcelona.
"Tan had placed bets on Fenerbache to win the match. But the score-line read 0-4 in favor of
Barcelona during the half time. If the lights were to go off before the second half kick-off then the
betting would be cancelled. Tan switched the lights off but the stadium officials used a generator to
re-activate the floodlights and this match backfired".
Wilson then proceeded to explain how Dan Tan had taken over for Eswaramoorthy Pillay:
"Mr. X was a high roller in Casinos", he wrote, "He became indebted to his European friends and
gradually drifted away from the scene. This is when Tan took over and went in search of Mr. X's
friends. This syndicate began to grow bigger and bigger as they began to venture into more
countries. In this business you can't sit and wait for the apple to drop. You have to dig deeper and
deeper to achieve results. If you take a look at my mobile I can call people in all of the continents".
Regarding Pillay's relationship with FC Chiasso, Wilson concluded: "Mr. X was funding and fixing
by placing the players of his choice", and, "yes. Almir Gegic was a player in Chiasso".
DAN TAN IN ITALY
Wilson decided to go into more detail on Dan Tan's Italian feats: "Some time in 2009 Dan Tan
fixed the first of many Italian matches", he wrote, "It was a Serie B Albinoleffe match.
Subsequently he also became a shareholder of this team".
We attempted to check the Italian company register for the club Albinoleffe but were not able to
find any tangible trace of Dan Tan's involvement in the club. Yet Wilson was unshakable: "I can
assure you Tan had a share in the Italian Serie B club", he insisted.
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Wilson then went on to say: "In 2010 Dan Tan's popularity grew and many Italians began to look
for his services to place bets on Serie A and B matches. The Italians were not aware that they were
being used by Dan Tan. The total amount of bets for a Serie B match can fetch up to 4 to 6 million
Euros. (If the players agree to go for both Handicap and total). For a Serie A match the total bet
can fetch up to 10 to 15 million euros for a single match if bets are placed on both handicap and
total goals".
Wilson then explained: "This is where the Italians are made to look like fools. Dan Tan only offers
them between 600.000 and 800.000 for a match. Dan Tan makes more money than the players who
manipulate the matches. The Italians are ignorant of this fact and being used. In fact there are
betting agents in Singapore who are able to provide 3 to 4 times more than what Tan Seet Eng can
offer to these Italians who had manipulated the matches".
Wilson said that the syndicate would place their bets on Chinese betting sites: "The bets were
placed in China where the betting is a lot more different than Europe. The Chinese have betting
patterns where you make a single click on your mouse assuming 1000 dollars, they can have it
multiplied by 20 which means your single bet can be multiplied 20 times. Tan has access to this
group of people who can offer him this exceptional betting facility. The betting company survives
by riding on your information. Basically this is how the syndicate works".
We asked Wilson how Dan Tan came in contact with these alleged Chinese accomplices: "The
Chinese came in contact with Tan through middlemen. The Chinese came to know of Tan's ability
to fix matches and offered him a service to place bets for him on the matches he fixed. Then
gradually the volume became bigger and bigger".
We insisted with Wilson so that he name more members of the syndicate and its mysterious
financiers – if there were any aside from Dan Tan – but he said that he was afraid for his family's
safety in Singapore.
Wilson also suggested that the members of the syndicate are still meeting in Singapore: "I hear all
the syndicate members are hiding in Singapore. They regularly play 5 aside soccer. You can snap
pictures of them if you go under cover and arrange a 5 aside match through Gaye Allasan who has a
soccer academy. Try your luck. Good day. Wilson Raj".
Unfortunately we had already left Singapore. Yet we checked for football academies in Singapore
and for the name Gaye Allasan. We came up with a football academy called Football 4 U, located
on 120 Lower Delta Road #07-08 Cendex Centre Singapore. Football 4 U is also the name of a
company used by Wilson Raj Perumal to organized fixed friendly matches between national teams.
The academy Football 4 U appears on the website of the FAS (Football Association of Singapore)
and its director is a man called Gaye Alassane. Our colleagues in Singapore, whom we asked to
check the address, say that there is nothing there.
Wilson Raj Perumal claims that Dan Tan is still in business: "He is actively fixing matches.
Venezuela V Moldova and El Salvador V Moldova lately. Puerto Rico V Nicaragua. What can
FIFA do?".
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THE FIX: MATCH-FIXING SINGAPORE STYLE
It wasn't a butterfly in Beijing that caused the storm that has struck a Singapore based match fixing
syndicate. It was rather a reckless goalkeeper in an Italian Third Division Team. On November 10th
2010, Cremonese and Paganese played against each other at the Zini Stadium in Cremona. At the
end of the first half the home team was ahead by two goals and seemed in total control. But once
Cremonese stepped onto the field in the second 45, they looked as if they had been struck by
dizziness and confusion.
Ivan Ghigi is a sports reporter for the local La Provincia newspaper. He recalls that day: "The
players came back on the pitch and looked lost. Their reflexes had slowed down and so had their
movements. The easiest things seemed extremely complicated". After talking to the team's doctor,
Ghigi immediately published an article stating that a mysterious illness had hit some of the
Cremonese players.
At the end of the game, Cremonese's team manager decided to report the incident to police.
Different hypothesis were made: the revenge of a former employee, faulty air conditioning, expired
drinks and food. But when the blood tests on four staffers, including three players, revealed the
traces of Lormetazepan, a potent sedative, the story took another twist.
Investigators began looking into the Cremonese squad. They wiretapped the players' phone calls
and searched into their private life. Police focused their attention on the team's goalkeeper, Marco
Paoloni. Paoloni, aged 28, had been at Cremonese for two seasons. Teams in the upper leagues
were monitoring him for a potential contract.
Investigations also revealed Marco Paoloni was a gambler, albeit with little or no luck. Phone calls
showed Paoloni owed money to a heterogeneous group of Italian betters: a dentist from Ancona, a
former footballer from Bari, the owner of a Betting agency from Pescara and so forth. These people
wanted their money back and they wanted it now. Marco Paoloni had promised he would fix some
of his team's matches so that the group could make up for the money owed. All they needed to do
was bet their money on a definite result.
After all, Paoloni had already fixed matches in the past. During a game with La Spezia in October
2010, with only a few minutes left to play and with his team leading, Marco Paoloni intentionally
avoided picking up a loose ball at the edge of the drop box. The opponent's attacker had the time to
approach the goalie, steal the loose ball and serve it to a team mate standing in front of the empty
goal to score the last minute equalizer. A few minutes later Paoloni would add to his performance
by being red-carded for hitting the referee in the face.
We made telephone contact with Marco Paoloni. He demanded money to be interviewed and we
declined. Other colleagues have abided to his request. Paoloni had stated that he was willing to tell
us everything we wanted to hear.
The Cremona court papers claim that Marco Paoloni didn't only fake his own performances on the
field. He also approached other players in other teams - or so he claims - to fix games he was not
directly involved in. He basically acted as an agent and his creditors were his financiers. Their role
was to provide both corruption money and the cash to bet on the rigged outcome.
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And if this is the basic mechanism around which match fixing revolves - corrupt players, so called
agents, financiers/gamblers - Italian police found out to their dismay how extended corruption in
Italian football was and still is. On June 1st, 2011, investigators carried out a wave of arrests. A total
of 44 people was put either under arrest and brought to jail or indicted for match fixing.
Antonio Bellavista, former captain of the Bari football club, was top of the list among those
incarcerated. He is accused of match fixing, of approaching players, offering them money and then
betting on the rigged outcome of the games. We met him at his football school in Bitonto, in Italy's
deep south. Around a few synthetic five-to-side football pitches, Bellavista described the financiers'
price list for fixed games depending on the league they were played in. "From 40 to 80 thousand
euro for a Lega Pro match (Italian Third Division), from 60 to 120 thousand for a Serie B game and
250 to 400 thousand euro for Seria A matches", Bellavista says.
Bellavista was also in touch with a group of foreigners - mainly from Eastern Europe and the
Balkans - whom police noticed had also been involved in match fixing in Italy. They were labelled
The Gypsies. Investigators realized the group was staying in the same hotels where teams slept on
the eve of the matches. They also discovered that the group would show up in these hotels with the
cash to bribe players. But there was more to it.
Among the so called Gypsies is a now-fugitive former FC Chiasso player, Almir Gegic. We found
out FC Chiasso, a small Swiss Second Division team, had been linked to Singaporean match fixers
as early as 2008. During that season, one of the team's sponsors was a company called Stanton
Technologies. Among its directors is a man called Eswaramoorthy Pillay. Former goalkeeper of the
Singapore national team, Pillay has been convicted for match fixing in the past. Eswaramoorthy
Pillay is a name to keep in mind. He will help us understand how the Singapore network infiltrated
European leagues. We contacted Marco Grassi, then president of FC Chiasso, who confirmed that
indeed there was a deal with Stanton. But he also stated that the promised funds never reached his
team.
The so called Gypsies were in continuous contact with Singapore. Their agents would exchange
phone calls in the days preceding the games that the organization had decided to fix. People in the
Lion city would decide how much the corrupt players would be paid and who would carry the cash
for the bribes. In the hours before the games and during the matches, conversations would focus on
the agreed/bribed result. Italian police identified one of the men on the other end of the line as Tan
Seet Eng, aka Dan Tan, born in Singapore on April 29 1964.
Police evidence shows how Dan Tan had been traveling to Italy as early as October 2009. At that
time Tan Seet Eng was stopped at the border control post of Gorizia “Casa Rossa” between Italy
and Slovenia. In the car with him were three of the so-called Gypsies (one Bulgarian and two
Slovenians) and another Singaporean called Choo Beng Huat.
Italian police believe Choo Beng Huat was a money courier working for Tan Seet Eng. Authorities
recorded 16 trips to Italy by Choo Beng Huat between 2009 and 2011. During his last stay in Milan
- a mere 6 and a half hours before boarding the plane back to the Lion City - in November 2011,
Choo Beng Huat met with another member of the syndicate in the Airport's Sheraton Hotel. On
departure his luggage weighed a kilo less than on arrival. Was this the weight of the cash carried?
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Marco Garofalo, investigator at Italy's SCO (Servizio Centrale Operativo), is sure about what
happened that day. "Choo Beng Huat carried money he exchanged with a Hungarian member of the
syndicate. The organization revolves around match fixing. Their aim is to achieve sure results on
which the syndicate can place bets, mainly Asian gambling sites. The boss of the organization is
Tan Seet Eng. His role is to coordinate the group's activities, to choose which teams to bribe, to
send the cash through couriers and to place the bets for the group". In December 2011 Italian police
issued an international arrest warrant in Tan Seet Eng's name and indicted him for match-fixing
together with the Gypsies.
The first traces of the Singapore match-fixing syndicate headed by Dan Tan have surfaced in the
year 2005, in the German town of Bochum. Local prosecutor Andreas Bachmann had begun an
investigation on a red-light district prostitution ring that would launder its dirty money through
betting agencies. Just like Italian prosecutors, he soon realized that he had stumbled on an
international match-fixing network.
To date over 323 people have been investigated and over 340 sports events have been put under the
spotlight of German prosecutors. Bachmann has found the tail of the Singapore snake in First and
Second Division games in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Canada, Hungary and in several other
European countries. Even though the full list of games has never been made public, fixed games
include Champions League, Europa League, World Cup qualifiers and international friendlies. In
one case the organization had actually managed to purchase a Belgian Second Division Team, UR
Namur. It is important to note that while different agents and "branches" operated in different
countries, the head of the group was once again identified as being Tan Seet Eng.
"To coordinate the different European investigation we created a unique working group in which we
would share information. According to our findings, the different groups across Europe are interlinked. And above them sits the Singapore group. It has been operating in Europe since 2007-2008
and they are still active in 2012", states Andreas Bachmann.
There is yet another twist to this story. In February 2011 border authorities in Finland stopped a
Singaporean named Raja Morgan Chelliah whom they suspected, based on a tip from an informer,
was traveling on a false passport. Exchange of information with authorities in the Lion City and
finger prints confirmed the true identity of the man: Wilson Raj Perumal.
Perumal's laptop and mobile phone were confiscated and examined. The contacts in his mobile
spanned worldwide. Police also found out how the Singaporean had manipulated players, matches
and even football clubs in Finland. But His masterpiece was the small club of Rops in Rovaniemi,
the town of Santa Claus where elves and reindeers walk hand in hand. Wilson Raj Perumal had
managed to bribe and control 9 players from the team's line-up, 7 of whom were from Zambia.
The Zambian connection was secured through the services of a former Rops striker and legend,
Eddy Saileti. Saileti had set up Rops Academies in Zambia and had provided fresh talent for the
squad. At least 7 Zambians had been signed to play in the Finnish club. In exchange, the players
would agree to their patron's requests i.e. to fix some of the games in exchange for money.
The Rops players had come into contact with Perumal through another Singaporean whom they first
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met on Facebook. His FB nick was Simon Megadiamond. At the end of the 2009 season
Megadiamond and Perumal had landed in Rovaniemi to meet with the squad. In the following
months they would provide the basis for the fixing of several Rops matches. Why fix matches in
Finland? Because Finland is one of the few places where football is played in the summertime.
When Wilson Raj Perumal was arrested in February 2011 he immediately confessed to matchfixing. Realizing he had been framed by another member of the match-fixing syndicate, Perumal
went a step further. He exposed the structure of the syndicate, revealed the different levels, exposed
its inner mechanism and made names.
Jukka Lakkala, chief inspector of the Finnish Bureau of Investigations (NBI) that lead the probe,
has obtained from Wilson Raj Perumal a sketch depicting the structure of the match-fixing
syndicate. "The organization is structured just like a firm. There is the boss at the top, from
Singapore, who decides which matches to fix, how much to pay for bribes, where to send his
couriers and agents and where to place the bets. The betting mainly takes place in China. Below the
boss are six shareholders from Bulgaria, Slovenia (two), Croatia, Hungary and Singapore. Perumal
admits to being one of the group's shareholders".
Wilson Raj Perumal has been collaborating with European police and exposing the different
branches of the syndicate operating below each shareholder. He has also revealed how much the
organizations gains from each fixed match: anywhere from a few hundred thousand euros to 15-20
million, depending on the league the game is played in. Perumal has also named the alleged big
boss: Tan Seet Eng. Once again.
The Lion City
Singapore is one of the world's top financial centers, home to off-shore companies and low cost
technological innovation. But for football governing body FIFA, the lion city is also the "world's
match fixing academy" and home of the Kelong Kings, as the local media have dubbed the
syndicate.
In our search for the Kelong Kings, we first met with Mohamed, a local investigative reporter who
has been covering the match-fixing syndicate extensively. After all, 25 out of 60 countries where
FIFA is investigating match-fixing see the presence of a Singaporean in the scam. Mohamed began
his quest when his editor asked him to look into a game between the Bahrain and Togo national
teams in September 2010.
The Bahrain FA had organized an international friendly match through a company called Football 4
U, whose agent was Wilson Raj Perumal. But instead of facing the true Togo team - at that time
playing elsewhere - Perumal had paid a former coach of the Togolese national team to provide him
with a fake line-up. The syndicate probably won money from the 3-0 defeat by the fake Togo team.
But when the Bahrain FA reported the incident to FIFA, Wilson Raj Perumal (who had an official
FIFA agent license) was already on the run. Perumal had been convicted in Singapore to 5 years in
prison for running over an auxiliary policeman with his car and had decided to flee from the
country.
"Perumal acted very much like a salesman. He would go to his boss and he might say: I've got this
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game to fix, but I need X amount of money for the fix. Now you can see how significant this
Wilson Raj Perumal is because he names other people, other syndicates, other european eastern
block countries which are involved in global match fixing", says Mohamed.
The next step is to find Perumal's employee in Finland, who first made contact with the Rops
players, the man named Simon Megadiamond. We found out that his real name is Meganathan
Subramaniam and that he is a taxi driver. At his home address in Sembawang, Singapore, we found
two individuals who agreed to share his mobile phone number with us. We called him and he
agreed to meet us on the following day.
We were told to wait at the McDonald's restaurant in the budget terminal of the Singapore airport.
After a short wait, Simon called us, saying we should cross the street and enter the airport's parking
lot. Once there, a car stopped next tu us, swinging the door open. We hopped in the car and off we
drove for our interview.
Simon is a tall and slender Indian man with a mustache. At the time Wilson Raj Perumal employed
him - they had known each other for over a decade - he was jobless. According to Simon, Wilson
Raj Perumal had told him that all he needed was a computer and a telephone. Simon contacted the
Rops players via Facebook and promised them that he would get them contracts in Asia. But after
flying to Rovaniemi with Wilson things changed. Simon claims that Rops players began asking him
for money for fixed matches and that's when he decided to quit his job and return to Singapore.
"Wilson did not let me know that I am being used, he says so, but when all these things came I
received close to 8000 from him for the players that I introduced because he said he had plans for
them so he paid in brace, 2500-2000 as in men and he told me that it covers" says Simon who
denies being involved in match-fixing.
The Finnish Court papers tell another story. Simon Megadiamond is accused by Rops players of
actively fixing dozens of matches and for paying them after each fix. Simon is considered to be the
first Singaporean match-fixer to land in Finland.
We then went to look for the man identified by Italian authorities as the organization's money
courier: Choo Beng Huat. His registered work place was a hairdresser inside a luxurious mall. Once
we got there we were told he didn't work there anymore. When we asked for his phone number they
changed their mind and they replied that they had never heard of his name.
"When i spoke to Choo Beng Huat, I don't know whether it's the same person or not, this person
claims he's never been to Italy at all. And then later he says, yeah yeah, I may have been to Italy
once, to visit my sister", says Mohamed, the Singaporean investigative journalist. Cremona court
papers say that Choo Beng Huat flew to Italy at least 16 times between 2009 and 2011.
Choo Beng Huat works for the syndicate's boss, Tan Seet Eng. Dan Tan also lives in Singapore.
This is how Mohamed describes him: "To most European football enthusiasts I guess he is the cartel
boss of one asian match fixing syndicate. Well if you look at it, as every Singaporean, he lives in a
condo, has legitimate businesses, drives a Bmw car, one or two, he's a family man".
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Tan Seet Eng (aka Dan Tan)
Tan Seet Eng lives in a not-so-luxurious condo in a residential part of Singapore. A few tall concrete
buildings, a swimming pool and a few Indian security guards to secure the perimeter where the
alleged Kelong King lives. We approached the gate and told the security guards that we had a
rendez-vous by the pool with a Mr. Chen or Keng. They made us sign the guest register and told us
to wait by the pool. We quickly moved inside the complex and went looking for his door. We rang
the door-bell but nobody was at the home. We thus left the condo and waited outside for a few
hours. At the sight of his BMW entering the gate we decided to try our luck again. We walked up
to his door and rang the door-bell again. This time we saw that someone was observing us from the
peephole, yet there was no answer. After a few minutes the security guards showed up, telling us
that Mr. Eng was overseas and asking us to leave the premises.
We then tried to call Tan Seet Eng's home number. A man replied and denied knowing or being Dan
Tan. A source that has spoken to Dan Tan has said to us that it was the voice of the Kelong King
himself.
With two international arrest warrants from Italy and Hungary in his name, Tan Seet Eng is still a
free man in Singapore. Local authorities have not signed extradition treaties with Europe and so the
warrant is at a dead end.
"Friends, journalists from overseas, they ask me: when is the Singapore authorities going to arrest
people that have been named in worldwide investigations and so on. I disagree that our side
authorities don't do anything, they don't listen. They do. But i'm sure they want to move surely and
cautiously to make sure that all the evidence that they have are the right ones and they are airtight".
We'll wait and see if Mohamed's words come true. Meanwhile, the match-fixing syndicate is still
operating...
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